INTRODUCTION
Recent development of microelectrode technique has made possible a recording of a potential localized within a small part of tissue. Applying this technique to the retina, Tomita1)2) recorded potentials from various depths of the retina and called them "intra-retinal electroretinogram" (EIRG) . Svaetichin3), Brindley4)15) and other workers6)7)8) also have tried to analyse retinal response by similar methods. But it has remained to be explored how these potentials of different layers are related with one another. . It happened also sometimes that a negative and a positive sharp response Ds appeared alternately (see record K ),or in an irregular order (see P and Q). In contrast to the response D, the response R was generally more regular, although alternation was found in some cases (see Q). In a certain preparation alternating waves appeared in dark adaptation, as shown in 1/I, but they changed into regular waves with light adaptation, as shown in N. The effect of light adaptation is shown in Fig. 6 . Record A is obtained under dark adaptation and record B under background illumination of 30 lux. At this level of light adaptation the on-deflection of response R was much smaller than in A, while the sharp on-potential of response D was as large as in A. Immediately after turning off the background illumination, the sharp negative deflection of response D disappeared, and recovered with time thereafter (see C and D). Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of 10% CO, on both responses and spike discharges. The left successive records were obtained about every 20 seconds since 10 % CO2 began to stream at a rate of 2 1/min. into the box in which the preparation was placed. The number of spikes and the amplitude of the response R were diminished progressively, but the response D remained about unchanged over a long period and survived the other responses at the last stage of CO2 action. In the right column the recovery process is shown.
Independent variations of both responses under various conditions

DISCUSSION
From the results shown above it is obvious that the response D is different from the response R in many respects. The retinal response to even illumina tion can not be represented as a sum total of responses to small illuminations. The response R was obtained from the receptor surface and contained no such sharp element as the first component of the response D which was obtained from a more proximal layer (probably the inner plexiform layer). One may be tempted to interpret the response R as a response closely related to the activity of the receptor cells, and the response D as a response concerning the activity of proximal network. It seems, however, to be difficult to explain from this point of view the following differences observed between the responses R and D : 1. The response D seemed to be more sensitive to light than the response R (see Fig. 5 ). 2. Response D seemed to be more resistant to light adaptation than response R (Fig. 6) . 3. Response D survived response R and spike discharges when the retina was subjected to the action. of 10% CO, (Fig. 7) . Dodt and Enroth10) recorded retinal responses to intermittent light with special reference to progressive variation of a, b, and d waves of the ERG, and discussed the roles of cones and rods in the ERG-generation. It may be supposed that the sharp response D reflects the activity of cones, while the slow response R concerns the rod activity, because the former is more resistant to light adap tation than the latter. If this interpretation is correct, it may be expected that the critical fussion frequency of flicker (CFF) is higher for the response D than for the response R. A series of experiments was carried out to determine the CFFs of both responses. In reality, however, no definite difference could be found between the CFFs of both responses. 
